Russia-gate’s Successor Gambit
Now the propaganda crusade has been initiated to defame the
AG, writes James Howard Kunstler.
By James Howard Kunstler
Clusterfuck Nation

Having
in

disgraced themselves with full immersion

the

barren

Russia-gate

“narrative,”

the

Resistance is now tripling down on Russia-gate’s
successor gambit: obstruction of justice where
there was no crime in the first place. What exactly was that
bit of mischief Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller inserted
in his final report, saying that “…while this report does
not conclude that the President committed a crime, it also
does not exonerate him?”
It’s this simple: prosecutors are charged with finding
crimes. If there is insufficient evidence to bring a case,
then that is the end of the matter. Prosecutors, special or
otherwise, are not authorized to offer hypothetical accounts
where they can’t bring a criminal case. But Mueller produced
a brief of arguments pro-and-con about obstruction for
others to decide upon. In doing that, he was out of order,
and maliciously so.
Of course, Attorney General William Barr took up the offer
and declared the case closed, as he properly should where
the

prosecutor

could

not

conclude

that

a

crime

was

committed. One hopes that the AG also instructed Mueller and
his staff to shut the f… up vis-à-vis further ex post facto
“anonymous source” speculation in the news media. But, of

course, the Mueller staff — which inexplicably included
lawyers who worked for the Clinton Foundation and the
Democratic National Committee — at once started insinuating
to New York Times reporters that the full report would
contain an arsenal of bombshells reigniting enough suspicion
to fuel several congressional committee investigations.
The objective apparently is to keep President Donald Trump
burdened, hobbled, and disabled for the remainder of his
term, and especially in preparation for the 2020 election
against whomever emerges from the crowd of lightweights and
geriatric cases now roistering through the primary states.
It also leaves the door open for the Resistance to prosecute
an impeachment case, since that is a political matter, not a
law enforcement action.
Setting up the AG
This blog is not associated with any court other than public
opinion, and I am free to hypothesize on the meaning of
Mueller’s curious gambit, so here goes: Barr, long before
being considered for his current job, published his opinion
that there was no case for obstruction of justice in the
Russia-gate affair. By punting the decision to Barr, Mueller
sets up the AG for being accused of prejudice in the matter
— and, more to the point, has managed to generate a new
brushfire in the press.
Barr could see this coming from a thousand miles away. I
suspect he’s pissed off about being set up like this. I
suspect further that he knows this brushfire is intended to
produce a smokescreen to obscure the rash of grand jury
referrals coming down in the weeks and months ahead against

the many government employees who concocted the Russia-gate
scandal. Personally, I think Mueller himself deserves to be
in that roundup for destroying evidence (the Strzok / Page
cell phones) and for malicious prosecution against General
Michael Flynn, among other things.
The reason Mueller did not bring an obstruction-of-justice
charge against Trump is that the evidence didn’t support it.
He didn’t have a case. In a trial — say, after Trump was
impeached or left office — the discovery process could bring
to light evidence that might embarrass and even incriminate
Mueller and his staff, and cast further opprobrium on the
federal justice agencies. For instance: why did Mueller drag
out his inquiry for two years when he must have known by at
least the summer of 2017 that the Steele dossier was a fraud
perpetrated by the Clinton campaign?
Now the propaganda crusade has been initiated to defame
Barr. The idiots running the budding new congressional
inquiries are going to pile on him, with the help of the
news media. Though he is said to be an “old friend” of
Robert Mueller’s, I believe they have become adversaries,
perhaps even enemies. Mueller is not in a position of
strength in this battle. He has now officially exited the
stage as his mandate expires, so he has no standing to
oppose further consequences in the aftermath of Russia-gate.
What remains is a dastardly and seditious hoax as yet unadjudicated and an evidence trail a mile wide, and no amount
of jumping up and down crying “woo woo woo” by Democratic
lawmakers Jerrold Nadler, Maxine Waters, and Adam Schiff is
going to derail that choo-choo train a’chuggin’ down the
tracks.

James Howard Kunstler is author of “The Geography of
Nowhere,” which he says he wrote “Because I believe a lot of
people share my feelings about the tragic landscape of
highway strips, parking lots, housing tracts, mega-malls,
junked cities, and ravaged countryside that makes up the
everyday environment where most Americans live and work.” He
has written several other works of nonfiction and fiction.
Read more about him here. This article first appeared on his
blog, ClusterfuckNation.
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On the Pavement with Wikileaks
When Julian Assange does leave the embassy, it will be
important to try to focus a hostile media on why it is
Assange is actually wanted for extradition, Craig Murray
comments.
By Craig Murray
CraigMurray.org.uk

Entirely

unexpectedly, I have been down in London

this last three days outside and around the
Ecuadorean

Embassy,

following

WikiLeaks’

announcement that their sources indicate Julian
might be expelled within hours or days. Plainly Julian’s
position within the Embassy has deteriorated fundamentally,
to the extent he is now treated openly as a closely guarded
prisoner. I still have not myself been granted permission to
visit him and he is now very isolated.

Nothing has happened so far this weekend, though I stated
from the start that if the police were going to move in, the
most likely time would be 4am on Monday morning. There is a
thought that the massive media presence occasioned by
WikiLeaks’ announcement may have succeeded in deterring
President Lenin Moreno from the expulsion. Let us hope that
will prove the case.
JUST NOW: Heavily armed UK diplomatic police question driver of "free speech"
truck outside of Ecuadorian embassy in London pic.twitter.com/tJan24DlbW
— WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) April 5, 2019

I am very exhausted, having been more or less on 24 hour
watch for three days. It was also somewhat difficult to tell
Nadira her birthday celebration had shifted without notice
from a restaurant in Edinburgh to a wet pavement in London.
But I was very pleased to have a very fruitful in depth
conversation with Kristin Hrafnsson, editor in chief of
Wikileaks. Our thoughts ran along these lines, and as this
does not involve secrets but rather media handling, I see no
harm in sharing these thoughts with you.
When

Julian

does

leave

the

Embassy,

whatever

the

circumstances in which he does that, it will be for a day or
two the largest media story in the world and undoubtedly
will lead all the news bulletins across every major country.
The odds are that he will be leaving and facing a fight
against extradition to the United States, on charges arising
from the Chelsea Manning releases which revealed a huge
amount about U.S. war crimes and other illegal acts.

It will be very important to try to focus a hostile media on
why it is Julian is actually wanted for extradition. Not for
the non-existent collusion with Russia to assist Trump,
which is an entirely fake narrative. Not for meetings with
Paul Manafort which never happened. Not for the allegations
in Sweden which fell apart immediately they were subject to
rational scrutiny. And not for any nonsense about whether he
hacked the communications in the Embassy or cleaned up the
cat litter.
This is not going to be an easy task because pretty well all
of the Western media is going to want to focus on these
false anti-Assange narratives, and they will be determined
to give as little attention as possible to the fact he is a
publisher facing trial for publishing leaked state documents
which revealed state wrongdoing.
It is a classic and fundamental issue of freedom of speech
and freedom of the press. Drawing together a team that can
get this message across in such MSM windows as are afforded,
as well as through social media, is an important task. The

team needs to be in readiness and to be backed by a suitable
support infrastructure that can be dusted off and sprung
into action. The public framing of Julian’s position will
undoubtedly impact on the final outcome; that is why the MSM
have put in such a consistent effort to demonise one of the
most interesting figures and original thinkers of our time.
If the balloon really had gone up this weekend, we would
have been woefully unprepared to deal with the task of
explaining the true story. If nothing else, this weekend’s
alarm has been very helpful in concentrating minds on the
size of the task.
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